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employed lo derive a set of signals mith positive phasz 

ARRAY PHASING DEVBCE ang!es which are progressive. Such schemes, as exempli- 

~~b~~. 9. ~ ~ i j l ~ ~ ~ ,  paul I$. Caron, p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ,  fied by the system shown in FIGURE 1 of an article en- 
arka Francis J. La Rossa, &,glfb Boston, ~i/lass., assignors titled "Stability Analysis of a Phase Correction Scheme 
to the United States of America as represented by the in the Monitor and Control Equipmeat of a Phased Ar- 
Administrator of the PJationall Aeronantics and Spnce ray Radar" by R. N. Spong, which appeared at pages 
Administration 236-248 of volume AES-3, No. 6, Supplement to IEEE 

Filed Jan. 24, 1969, Ser. No. 793,772 Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, No- 
Hnt. @1. HO4b 7/00 

U.9. Cl. 343-100 
vember 1967, also have a certain inherent disadvantages. 

l3 For example, systems such as that disclosed in the Spong 
article operate with positive phase angles only. 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE In the driving of large antenna arrays, since the num- 
ber of harmonics and therefore the frequency of the 

Apparatus for generating a series of microwave sig- highest harmonic determines ths upper limit on the num- 
nals at positive and negative progressively phased angles. ber of individual antennas which may be phased, the 
The disclosed apparatus employs intermediate frequency number of harmonics which must be generated obviously 
multiplication and heterodyning to produce the desired becomes critical. When only positive phase angles are 
signals through use of only one precision phase shifter employed, a large number of harmonics must be gen- 
for each series of signals. A phase interpolation technique erated in order to drive a large array. 
which permits doubling the number of phased output sig- 2O 
nals is also disclosed. Summary of the invention 

The present invention uses I F  (intermediate freq~~ency) 
multiplication and heterodyning to obtain a series of 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION microwave signals at both positive and negative progres- 
The invention described herein was made by employees 2 j  sively phased angles to overcome the above-discussed and 

the united and may be manufac- other disadvantages of the prior art. Array phasing de- 

tured and used by or for the Goliern,nent for vices in accordance with the present invention accom- 

mental purposes without the payment of any royalties plish the fosezoiag through the use of only one precision 

thereon or therefor. phase shifter for each direction of scan. As a result of 
the use of both negative and positive progressively related 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION phase angle signals, large arrays can be driven and the 
Field of the invention system can operate with lower IF frequencies than em- 

ployable in prior art devices of like character. 
The present invention relates to the generation of a Also in accordance with the present invention, progres- 

series of microwave signals at progressively related phase sive phase syllthsizers call be cascaded in a "subanay- 
angles. More particu!arly, the present invention is di- j3 ingw technique to ellable the system to feed very large 
rected to the driving of phased antenna arrays. A ~ o r d -  arrays while still using only a single phase shifter. This 
ingly, the general objects of the present invention are to techniwe also reduces the highest harmonic of the I F  
~ r o v i d e  novel and improved methods and apparatL1s of frequency xzhich nlust be used. The individual syn'rhe- 
such character. sizers of the present invention are highly reliable and 

Description of the prior act eliminate the need for complicated logic systems. 
Ths IF output signals of the progressive phase spnthe- 

While not limited thereto in its utility, the present sizers of present invention are sets of electrical sig- 
invention has been found to be particularly well suited nals with progressively related phases, ~l~~ in accord- 
for use in the phasing of array antennas. Thus, for ex- ance with the present illvention, this number of ample, the present inventioa may be employed with satel- 45 can be fllrther increased by emplo)~ing phase interpolat- 
lite-borne phased array antennas. ing circuits at the output of each phase synthesizer. 

Many schemes have, of conrse, been suggested for phas- ~h~~~ circuits yield an additional set of signals by corn- ing array antennas. As extensive bibliography and binine equal portions of adjaceitt signals vectorially. Each 
~rehensive summary of prior art array phasing devices phase in this set lies mid-way betvJeen that of two ad- may be found in the publication entitled "A Survey of DO - jacent signals from the original set. The two sets of sig- 
Array Theory and Techniques" authored by 8. J .  Moody nals can now be used together to nearly double the num- 
which appeared in the RCA Victor report Number 6,501.3 ber of phased signals. 
issued in November 1963. 

Each of the prior art schemes discussed in the afore- 
mentioned survey has inherent deficiencies and all share 
the comnlon disadvantage of requiring a large number 
of phase shifters and/or a computer to steer the beam. 
Other deficienciss of prior art ghasing scbenies include 
the necessiiy of usiw signal genei-alors employing active 
elements which are subject to failur:. Also, it h?s beer? 
coinman praciice in the siri io generate the req~i.ii.ed phase 
relater1 signal? thror~gb the rise of a sel-izs ai-rangemei~i 
of mixers 01. amplifiers and this practice carries with it 
the inherent possibility of greatly decreased antenna per- 
formance as a resnlt of a failure of any one of the initial 
components in the series. 

As noted above, some attefition bas been directed to 
employing computers to sieer the beam in array phas- 
ing devices. In an atieri~pt to avoid the cost and corn- 
plexity of digitally steered phased array systems, recent 
interest has been directed to schemes wherein a parallel 
or series-parallel combination of harmor~ic generators is 

Brief description of the drawing 

The presext invention may be better understood and 
its numerous objects arid advantages will become appar- 
ent to those skilled in the art Sy referesce to the aiconi- 
panying drawing whcrcin like reference numerals refer 
to like elements in the various figures and in which: 

FIGURE 1 is a block cii;!griiiin of a first emboc!iiaeni 
of thz pt-esei~l invention. 

FIGURE 2 is a schematic represeiitation of progres- 
siire phase synthesizers such as rhat shown iil FlGUlZE 
1 employeti to drive a typical phased array transmitting 
element. 

FIGURE 3 is a schematic representation of phase syn- 
thesizers in accordance mith the present invention em- 
ployed to drive a lypical phased array receiving elenrent. 

FIGURE 4 schernaiicaily shows use of progressive phase 
spnthesizttrs in accordance with the present invention to 
achieve "subarray" scanning. 
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FIGURE 5 shows the p l~ase  intei.po!:ition feature of harmonic senerators 12 ajill 14  con2d be r e p l ~ e d  by a 
the prewnt invention. power dividing network \?~hicir Ceecis separate f~equency 

Description of the prefeixd embodiment multipliers for each rn~tltiple between w and It'w. Since 
the f~.equenci.js are scpa!-a;ed by filtering, this does not 

AS well known, most phased 21:lnlenna ariays a1.e _ change :he basic concept significantly, Fiitp,rs 16, 18, 20, 
made LIP of radiating elements which are uniformly " 

22, 24, 25, 28, 30 and 52 may comprise a series of quad- 
spaced in one Or two dimensions. Thus, by controlling lhe rature hybrid. and band pass lumped L-C circuit filter 
relative phase between adjacent elements in the direction networks in a cascaded arrangement, or if separate fie- 
of scan, the required element excitation for scan may be qllency multipliers are used, these may be simp!e L-c 
produced. ~bviously, the required phase relationship be- lumped ci~cuit filters. The output signals from these fil- 
tween the signals supplied to the radiating elements should ters are at the selected frequency and have harmonic 
vary ~rogres ive l~  along the array in order that a phase phase shifts. The signa!s with harmonic phase shifts are 
distribution of then mixed with the zero phase shift signals from filters 

0, A+, &2+ . . . rtN+ 24, 26, 28, 38 and 32 to produce signals at frequency W ,  

about the array center will cause scanning through an 15 but with positive and negative progressive phase shifts. 
angle The mixing is done in mixers 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 44. 

48 and SO. Thus, for example, the signal 3 w / 3 +  is mixed - + = sin-1 (2) with signal 4 w / 0  and also with the signal 2 w / 0  to give, - - 
from the broadside direction in that plane, where is 20 among other terms, the signals w/- -3$  and w/34b. - The 

the element spacing and the free space wavelength. A desired signals from the mixers are filtered out by filters 
similar 0 progression \vill scan the array about the orthog- 52-72 to yield the required set of output signals at fre- 
onal plane. quency w and with phase angies 0, f$, -+2+, rt34b,  rt4$ 

It is well known that certain non-linear pro- and t5+. After filtering, the desired output signals may, 
duce phase addition, subtraction and integer nlultiplica- 25 of coufse, be amplified and/or limited pl-ior to up- 
tion. If a signal at angular frequency w and phase angle conversion. 

$, such signal being hereinafter indicated by the notation For purposes of illustration, the number of phases pro- 
w / $ ,  drives a general non-linear element, the followillg vided by the synthesizer of FIGUR'E 1 was chosen to be 
harmonics are evident in the signal appearing at the out- five. However, it is to he understood that any number 
put of the element: 30 of phases may be selected. It is also to be noted that 

FIGURE 1 represents means to produce a progressive 
w/+,  2 w / 2 +  . . . N w / N $  . . . - - - phase shift + for one plane of scan. Obviously, if two 

Harnlonics is therefore accompanied by phase planes of Scan are required, the synthesizer of FIGURE 

Similarly, if two signals wl /+l  and wz/+a 1 will be duplicated to create the two sets of required 

are mixed, the output signals contain, among other terms, 33 progressive phase 
a sum term FIGURE 2 depicts the application of two progressive 

( ~ 1 + ~ 2 ) / $ l - t 4 b 2  
phase synthesizers, indicated generaliy at 76 and "78 and 
each being of the type shown in FIGURE 1, to drive a 

and a difference term typical element of a two-dimensional transmitting array. 
40 Both synthesizers are driven by the same source. The typi- 

(@1-w2)/- cal element chosen, for purposes of explantion, is labelled 

~f +1=0 and wl is greater than w2, this difference signal by the array coordinate system ( -3 ,  2 )  and is repre- 

has fhe relative phase -'Pz Thus, a mixer or heterodyn- sented 80. The IF '"/2@ - and l".'-34b - are 

ing circuit can perform the operations of summing phases, combined using the mixer 82 and the filter 84 to produce 
of taking the difference between phases or of forming 45 a signal 2 w  with phase - 3 ~ 1 - 2 0 .  FIGURE 2 shows one 
the negative of the incident signal phase. way of converting this I F  phased signal to a microwave 

With reference now to FIGURE 1 a progressive phase signal for driving one element of a phased array. This is 
synthesizer in accordance with the present invention is accomplishec! using balanced mixer 86 and filter 88. Horn 
shown schematically. In FIGURE 1, the inverition is 80 is, therefore, driven with a signal at the microwave 
depicted as feeding an eleven element antenna array. A 50 frequency w,+2o and with a phase -3++2e, and an 
reference or zero phase signal w/O at an inte:mediate array of such horns with appropriate progressive phases - 
frequency is delivered to the synthesizer and is passed fornlS a beam at the 

through a precision phase shifter 10 to supply a signal + = sin-' (x) w at an angle +. Phase shifter 10 may, for example, com- 55 2 ~ d l  
prise a lumped element quadrature hybrid and a pair and of L-C networks with mechanically or electrically vary- 
ing parameters such as those phase shifters which are 0 = sill-1 (s) 
presently available, or it may comprise a delay line with 
mechanically or electi-ically vaiying parameters. GO with respect to the normal in two orthogonal planes, wherc 

The o/+ signal from phase shifter 10 and the reference dl and <i2 are the elelllene spacing in the and planes, - 
or zero signal w / O  are used to drive respective non-iinear respectively. Many oti~er schemes may be used for con- 
devices 12 and 14. Non-linear devices or harmonic gen- verting the IF phased signals to microwave signals. For 
eimtoi-s 12 and 14, which may comprise step recowry exarripte, the IF sigltals conld be nliiltiplied and/or ampli- 
diode or other higlriy non-linear semiconductor circuits, 65 fied before up-co:rversion. Also, the low power RF  signal 
provide lia~monic oulpu: signals. l'liiis, fhi: output of of FIGURE 2 can b-, amplified or pli?sclocked to larger 
har-nlonic generator I% comprises signals 2 w / 2 +  to R F  signals in ordcr to increase the outjjut power of Ihs -- 
Nw/R7@, whereas the output of harmonic generator 14 a"". Tnus, it may be seen that the desired signals for -- phasing a tvvo-dimensionnl transmitting array may be 
comprises harmonic signals 2 ~ / 0  to Nw/O. The required 70 generateti t j l roug~r  the of only t v ~ o  phase - 
harmonic signals from generators 12 and 14  are Iridiviii- circuits, each circuit cor-riprising a poltioil of each of the 
ually filtered; the orltput of generator 42 heing supplied two phase synthesizers 76 rind 78. 
to filters 16, 18, 20 and 22 while the output of generator , , l i ~ e  present invcntio:l may also bc employeci to drive 
14 is supplied to fillers 24, 26, 28, 30 and 32. In an ph~iseci :irr:ry receiving antennas. F I G U R E  3 schem;rficaliy 
alternate configuration, not shown in FIGURE 1 ,  the 7.5 shows one possible way of applying the present invention 
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to a recetvlng axray. In the ieceiving mode the allay 
6 

While preferlcd enibod~ments have been showtl and de- 
functions essentially as a phased microwave local oscil- scribed, varlour rllodifications a i ~ d  substitutions may be 
lator. The fo~egoing is accomplished by mixing the output made theleto. For example, tbe synthesiper of FIGURE 
of the system shown in FIGURE 2 wit11 the leceived sig- 1 can be designed to provide a progressively phased out- 
nal at each antenna element. Thus, again considering put at any frequency which IS an integral multiple of the 
h o ~ n  80, the received signal is mixed with the output of ' oliginal input frequency. 
filter circuit 88 in mixer 90. The difference signal from What is claimed is: 
each mixer results in (21N+ 1) I F  signals, which are in 1. Appa~atus for generating, from a single alternating 
phase signals, when the antenna is "pointed" in the direc- input signal, a series of output voltages having the same 
tion of the incoming signal. These I F  signals, if properly frequency and progressively related phase aogles, said 
combined, result in an antenna array whose aperture prop- apparatus 
e~t ies  behave similarly to standard phased array antennas. phase shifter means responsive to the input signal for 

The arrangement of FIGURE 4 extends the use of the generating a first signal having a preselected phase 
present invention to various large antenna arrays. The relation to the input signal; 
apparatus shown in FIGURE 4 combines the basic SYn- l j  fils? harmonic generator means connected to said phase 
thesizer of FIGURE 1 in cascade with a similar synthe- shifter means and responsive to said first phase re- 
sizer 100 to yield output signals a t  frequency 2w and lated signal for providing a plurality of signals which 
phase angles &5$, &15$ and &25$. These six output ale harmonics of said first signal; 
signals from synthesizer 100 are in turn combined with second harmonic means responsive to the 
each of the eleven signals of the basic progressive phase 20 input signal for providing a plurality of signals which 
synthesizer to produce a set of signals at frequency w are haimonics of the input signal; and 
with ~ h a s e  angle9 0 to t30$ .  In FIGURE 4 a *5@ basic filst means for mixing each of said first harmonic gen- element has been used for purposes of illustration. erator means provided signals with next higher and 

FIGURE 4 illustrates the "sub-arraying" technique and next lower harmonic signals provided by said sec- 
it is to be understood that an almost unlimited number 25 ond harmonic generator means to ptoduce a first 
of signal combinations can be employed to produce the series of signals at the input signal frequency and 
same phase angles as shown in the FIGURE 4 example with positive and negative p~ogressive phase shifts. 
and/or the geometry of the system can be slightly changed 2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said first nlixing 
so as to provide an output signal frequency 2w if con- means complises: 
sidered advantageous. The technique shown in FIGURE 30 a plurality of mixers, each of said mixers being re- 
4 is a method of obtaining large progressive phase multi- sponsive to a harmonic signal from each of said plication without the associated large frequency multi- harmonic generator means; and 
plications characteristic of prior art schemes. In FIG- means connected to each of said mixers for 
URE 4, the total phase multiplication was 230@ while passing only signals at the input signal frequency. the highest harmonic frequency was 7 w .  3.3 3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said harmonic FIGURE 5 depicts the use of a phase interpolating cis- genelator m2ans each complise: cuit as applied to array scanning with the present in- non-linear circuit means for generaling an output sig- vention. The I F  output of the progressive phase synthe- nal rich in harmonics in lesponse to application of sizer has a set of elect~ical signals with progressively re- the alternating input signal thereto; and lated phases. The number of phase output signals avail- 40 
able from the present invention can be nearly doubled by second filter means connected between said non-linear 

using a phase interpolation circuit. A preferred form of circuit means and said mixing means for passing a 

this circuit comprises the four-way power dividers I02 plurality of signals at different ha~rnonic frequencies 

and 104 and the 180 degree hybrids 106, 108 and 110. of the input signal to pails of said mixers. 

It  is to be noted that the 180 degree hybrids have their 45 4' The of clainl ?I com~iis ing:  

difference ports terminated internally by matched loads. third harmonic generator means connected to said first 

For illustration, interpolation between only two outputs filter means and responsive to the signals produced 

of the synthesizers ale shown in FIGURE 5. In this figure by said first mixing means for providing signals at 

two adjacent signals, ~ / 3 $  and w / 4 $  are combined vec- p~eselected phase angles and at the first harmonic - frequency of the input signal; and 
torially to yield a signaKith phase ankle 3.5$. If inter- j0 second mixing means responsive to said first harnlonjc 
polating circuits are used between each of the output signals and to the signals produced by said first mix- 
terminals of the progressive phase synthesized module, ing means for generating a second series of signals 
then the total number of phased output signals can be at the input signal frequency and with positive and 
doubled and, if desired, through the use of cascaded inter- negative piogressive phase shifts. 
polating circu~ts, redoubled. The interpolating circuits 5,j 5. The apparatus of claim 3 further conip~ising: means 
allow more antennas to be driven by a given Progressive connected to said first filter means and respollsive to pairs 
phase synthesizer module than can be driven in their of signals passed theleby fo, vectolially combining sig- 
absence, and these additional antennas do not require nals adjacently lelated in phase to ploduce signals at 
the use of higher harmonic signals. This fact, of coulse, 60 pi,ase angles intelmcdiate those of said filst series. 
b~ings about important design simplifications. The phase 6. ~h~ appalatus of claim 5 said signals of said 
interpolation circuits cause amplitude variations with fi iSL selies are a t  n,,cro,vave and said means 
phase change which makes it necessaly to keep the phase 

fOi vectori,,lly con-,brlllng rignals conlprlses 
d~fference @ slnail. T h ~ s  Iequzres that phase and hence fie- a pluiahty of power d~vider rncam, each divrder means 
quency muttiplication he ased foi arrttnna ~iilay systems 

05 being iespoilslve to :& signal p'ticcd by said first filter 
111 ~ i~hlcb large scan angles are required. 

To ctlrnrnarize the adv'~niages o i  the present invention, i..lean\ Tor ~enc i~k t l ng  a p l u ~ a l l t y  of s~gr~a l s  at each ot 

only two phase shtfters are wed to scan a miciowave the phase anoles provld-d by sdid first mixing rnea~is, 

beam in two dimensions, independent of the numbel of and 

elements in the allay. Futtherino~e, the present invention a plurahiy of 180 degree hybrids, each hyb~id being 
introduces three new techniques which relate to scanning 70 connected a pair of Powei dividel means. 
larger arrays than hitherto possible using prior sy.stenis 7 .  The appar atus of claim 2 f u ~  ther coinpi ising: means 
with the same number of harmonic signals. Moreover, connected to said first filter means and responsive to 
since the progressive phasing is performed at low fre- pails of signals passed thereby for vectorially combining 
qnency, the present invention can be used to phase an signals adjacently related in phase to produce signals at 
array at almost any microwave frequency. 75 phase angles intermediate those of said first series. 
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8, The apparatus of clai~il 7 wherein said signals of generating a first signal Iiaving a predetermiced phase 
said first se~ies are at micio\vave frequency and said shift wi:h respect to a reference signal; 
means for vectorially combining signals comprises: producing a plurality of harmonics of the reference and 

a pli~rality of povve~. divider means, each divider n~tans  phase shifted signals; 
being responsive to a signal paesecl by said first fii;es combining the harmonics of the reference and phase 
means for geileratilig a pturality of signals a; ezch shifted signals in pairs; and 
of the phase angles provided by said first mixing filtering the combined harmonic signals to obtain sig- 
means; and nals at the reference signal frequency with positive 

a plurality of 180 degree hybrids, each hybrid being and negative progressively related phase angles. 
connected to a pair of said power divider means. 10 62. The process of claim 11 wherein the step of com- 

9. The apparatus of claim B wherein said harrnonic bining comprises: 
generator means each comprise: separately mixing each of a plurality of harmonics of non-linear circuit means for generating an output sig- 

nal rich in harmonics in response to application of the phase shifted signal with next higher and next 

the alternating input signal thereto; and lower harmonics of the reference signal. 

second filter means connected between said non-linear .13. The process of claim 12 further comprising: 
circuit means and said mixing means for passing a vectorially combining adjacent phase related signals at 
plurality of signals at diffelent harmollic frequencies the reference signal frequency to provide signals a t  inter- 
of the input signal to said first mixing means. mediate phase angles. 

$0. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising: 20 
third harmonic generator means responsive to the s i p  References Cited 

nals by said first nlixiilg means for 
viding signals at pleselected phase angles and at the 
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